
SHADES OF GREY

ARGILO VERDO

TERRANOVA

ARTISAN



Of the world, for the world.
The Argilo Verdo facing bricks in an ecological 
format provide greater insulation options without 
compromising on the living area in the home. 
Combine the best of both worlds: an aesthetic 
highpoint in your home with a global look which 
also takes environmental considerations into account.

Traditional facing bricks 
with insulation

Fac ng bricks in an ecological 
size w th more insulation

Name Size Code

Beige

M 50 verdo HVE 50

WF verdo HVE 250

WDF verdo HVE 265

Taupe

M 50 verdo HVT 50

WF verdo HVT 250

WDF verdo HVT 265

Grey

M 50 verdo HVG 50

WF verdo HVG 250

WDF verdo HVG 265

Red-violet

M 50 verdo HVR 50

WF verdo HVR 250

WDF verdo HVR 265

Brown

M 50 verdo HVB 50

WF verdo HVB 250

WDF verdo HVB 265

Black

M 50 verdo HVZ 50

WF verdo HVZ 250

WDF verdo HVZ 265

Sizes (lxwxh)
M 50 verdo 190 x 65 x 48 mm

WF verdo 210 x 65 x 50 mm

WDF verdo 210 x 65 x 65 mm

The Argilo Verdo facing 
bricks are 65 mm wide!



For houses that are anything but ‘grey’.
The Shades of Grey facing bricks prove that grey tints accentuate sleek lines and give modern 
architecture unique added value. The fact that they are fi red under reduced conditions gives them 
a characteristic, incomparable colour. Shades of Grey also combines the soft textures of fi red facing 
bricks with sleek and elegant straight lines. As a result, they are perfect for houses that are anything 
but ‘grey’. 

With this range of facing bricks, a home can really make its mark. Silex, Quartz, Basalt or a mixture 
of these grey tints? You will always end up with a top-quality façade which exudes robust respectability 
but is also refreshingly gracious.

Sizes (lxwxh)
VF 210 x 100 x 40 mm

WF 210 x 100 x 50 mm

Name Size Code

Silex
VF HSS 12

WF HSS 250

Quartz
VF HSQ 12

WF HSQ 250

Basalt
VF HSB 12

WF HSB 250

Twin blend
VF HSW 12

WF HSW 250

Triple blend
VF HSR 12

WF HSR 250



At home in the world.
Would you like to give your home a more forceful character? Then SVK’s Terranova 
range is just what you need. This range of tints with a modern touch gives every 
home a unique and commanding appearance. Colours such as beige, taupe, grey, 
red-violet, brown and black bring the whole world to your front door. There are 
no other facing bricks that are so exotic and yet are made from a reliable selection 
of Belgian clays, using a traditional fi ring process. 

Terranova lets you dream about the wide world from the comfort of your armchair. 
They are top-quality bricks with character. In addition, with SVK you can always 
count on the very latest technology, strengthened by fi ve generations of expertise.

Name Size Code

Beige
WF HTE 250

WDF HTE 265

Taupe
WF HTT 250

WDF HTT 265

Grey
WF HTG 250

WDF HTG 265

Red-violet
WF HTR 250

WDF HTR 265

Brown WF HTB 250

Black
WF HTZ 250

WDF HTZ 265

Sizes (lxwxh)

WF 210 x 100 x 50 mm

WDF 210 x 100 x 65 mm



Revive timeless class.
Do you love authenticity that acknowledges the past? Then the Artisan range was 
created with you in mind. It lets you revive timeless class. The range combines 
captivating colours with primarily earthy tints that will give your home a charming 
appearance. Will you choose the princely Burgundy or the expressive Fermette or 
maybe the lively Renaissance, the robust Middle Ages or the rusticity of the Walburg 
facing bricks? No matter your choice, you can always count on delightful quality. 
The Artisan hand-moulded facing bricks give genuine character to your home.

Sizes (lxwxh)
VF 210 x 100 x 40 mm

WF 210 x 100 x 50 mm

WDF 210 x 100 x 65 mm

Name Size Code

Middle Ages

VF HMM 12

WF HMM 250

WDF HMM 265

Burgundy

VF HMO 12

WF HMO 250

WDF HMO 265

Walburg
WF HMW 250

WDF HMW 265

Renaissance
VF HMR 12

WF HMR 250

Fermette
WF HMF 250

WDF HMF 265



Since 1905
SVK’s history began back in 1905. At that point, 
the husband and wife team Léon Scheerders and 
Camilla van Kerchove set up a nineteenth-century 
coal company in Sint-Niklaas. In order to get 
through the quieter summers, the couple quickly 
applied themselves to also trading in building 
materials and various raw materials. This was 
the start of a rapidly growing family business 
in the heart of Waasland. 

Brickyard
Just one year after the foundation of the company 
‘Pannen- en Steenbakkerijen van Sint-Nicolaas’ work 
began on exploiting the fi rst clay pit. The stone 
factory was also one of the fi rst to use a Hoffman 
round brick kiln. It was the beginning of a very 
successful story...

Know-how and innovation 
Today, over 100 years later, the company has spread 
out across 140 hectares of land with its own clay 
extraction processes and a range of production 
sites. The fi fth generation of experts currently have 
the helm at the family business. The driving force 
within the enterprise is still a continuing quest for 
innovation and development. SVK’s focus remains 
on the future but encompasses respect for the 
illustrious past.

SVK nv   Aerschotstraat 114, B-9100 Sint-Niklaas - Tel.: +32 (0)3 760 49 00 - Fax: +32 (0)3 777 47 84
E-mail: info@svk.be - www.svk.uk.com - www.svk.ie
BTW BE 0405 056 855 - RPR Dendermonde

Brick strips only available on request

Conditions:
The printed colours are as similar as possible to actual colours
The range and availability can change at any moment and without prior notice
The formats and colours are subject to valid tolerances in relation to the relevant norm(s)
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